TRANSITION FROM GAS TO HEAT PUMPS IN STAGES
The Hubbard-Nelsons are working to move their home from
gas to air-source heat pumps.
Homeowner: Brad and Andrea HubbardNelson
Year Built: 1985
Style: Modern 3-story

Andrea and Brad have been in their Nashawtuc Rd home since
2014, and have been slowly transitioning their home to electric
in an effort to get off fossil fuels. The heat pumps have made
the home more comfortable in winter and especially summer,
with low energy costs thanks to a Solar PV array on the roof.

Size: 2,400 square feet
Electric home features:
Central ducted air-source heat pump
Ductless mini-split for heating and
cooling
Electric vehicle level 2 charging
Heat pump hot water heater
Electric cooking
Rooftop solar PV

The spark
Brad’s work on Concord’s Sustainable Energy Committee kindled an interest in solar energy and heat pumps,
Their home was of an efficient design with natural gas heating and a central AC serving the lower floors. The
home was “comfortable enough” but with bottom and top floor zones a bit more challenging to keep warm or
cool. So when the air conditioning system was deemed to be “on its last legs”, they decided to replace it with a
ducted heat pump.

Step one - adding solar
The Hubbard-Nelsons took advantage of the Solarize Concord
program (2013-14) to have a rooftop solar array installed shortly
after moving in. That program made it easy to contact the installer
and get a proposal very quickly. They chose to install a larger
system than the current electric use, knowing that heating and
vehicles would be changed to electric over time. The Federal and
State incentives and those from CMLP made this system pay for
itself very quickly, with nearly zero electric bills.

Brad is happy to coach fellow
Concord residents as a member of
the HeatSmart Alliance volunteer
group, which is dedicated to helping
Massachusetts residents electrify
their homes as a climate solution.

$0

Net cost of insulation

$11,600
Total incentives and rebates
for home energy projects

PROJECTS

COST

INCENTIVES
& REBATES

NET
COST

Weatherization

$800

$800

$0

Central heat pump

$10,900

$500

$10,400

Mini-split heat pump

$5,000

$500

$4,500

Solar PV

$20,000

$9,600 +
$2,000/year

$0 (paid off
after 5 years)

EV Charging

$1,200

$250

$950

Step two - replacing an aging AC with a heat pump
When they decided to investigate heat pumps, Brad contacted several
HVAC installers for proposals. They chose to install a 3-Ton capacity heat
pump, which was the most efficient one according to the specifications.
The installation was pretty easy: the outdoor compressor and indoor air
handler replaced the existing older units without any carpentry involved,
taking a day or two in total. It retains the natural gas boiler as backup,
with a thermostat that controls both, and switches from the heat pump to
the boiler when it gets colder than about 15 degrees. The system has
been very comfortable, both in summer and winter, and the compressor is
quiet enough so one can’t hear it.

Advice for others

$2,000
Annual benefit from
solar PV

After 4 years of operation, the owners are very happy with the heat pump
system. While they still have some gas heat, their bills are very low, about
$1,300 per year, about half of which is from water heating. Now their goal
is next to get off of gas entirely, not for financial reasons (since the
remaining heating may cost a bit more than natural gas), but to reduce their
carbon footprint and eliminate the danger of having gas in the house. Last
year, they installed a mini-split heat pump in their upstairs bedroom, and
this year are planning to replace their water heater with a heat pump unit,
replace the final heating zone in the lower bedrooms with a 3-zone ductless
system, and replace the natural gas stove with an induction option. They
expect the total cost may be as much as $20,000 for all three projects, but
consider it to be well worth the expense for the carbon and health benefits.

Interested in how heat pumps can make your home more comfortable and sustainable?
Visit ConcordCleanComfort.org for information about coaching, rebates, and more.

